All Bower mirrors include mounting hardware and are designed to be hung, not leaned. When your mirror arrives, one of the two brackets will already be attached to the back of the mirror. Install the second bracket on your wall by following the steps below.

1. Find desired placement for mirror.
2. Mark wall with tape at center bottom edge.
3. With both mounting brackets interlocked, measure distance from bottom edge of mirror frame to bottom edge of bracket.
4. Place bottom edge of bracket the same distance from tape found in Step 2.
5. Use the screws provided to mount the bracket to drywall. Start with the center screw, then use a level to straighten the bracket before adding the remaining screws.
6. Lift mirror approximately 2" (5 cm) above tape on wall, gently lower mirror until both mounting brackets interlock.
7. Peel away tape. Look into the mirror and pat yourself on the back :)
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